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Public Health Service inspection card. Island of despair By Jeff Favre July 30, 0 Tyrus Wong still recalls the
troubling time he spent in an interrogation room inside the Angel Island Immigration Station in the early s.
Wong was released from this West Coast center after two weeks. He was one of , Chinese immigrants who
passed through the island facility in the heart of San Francisco Bay. It was in operation from to Seventy years
after Angel Island closed, the debate over U. The issue is particularly contentious in Arizona, which this year
passed a controversial new law that would, among things, require immigrants to carry documentation or risk
being deported. If confronted and asked, those without such proof would be arrested and deported. Nearly
years later, we are seeing a similar reincarnation of this law in Arizona. The museum is open from 10 a. For
more information, call or visit http: Wong Kim Ark case meant that if a person lived in the United States, then
his children would be citizens as well. They asked personal questions of family members to see if their stories
matched. The interrogations were designed to fail most everyone, whether or not their family claims were
legitimate. And your answers would have to match, or you could be sent back. The desk includes a drawer
with case files, showing how detailed the investigations were for each immigrant. Though interrogation is the
centerpiece, Troung explained, he wanted to take everyone through the entire process, from arriving by ship
and being inspected there are photos of medical checkups and personal medical ID cards to detention and
departure. It provides a re-creation of the entire process. Angel Island closed its doors in after a fire.
Interrogations and detentions continued in other locations for more than two decades. Part of the renovation
included saving much of the poetry that was carved in the walls by detainees. One poem has been replicated
for the exhibition, carved in Chinese, with the following English translation: The inmates often sigh. Thinking
of affairs back home, unconscious tears wet my lapel.
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The media got a sneak preview Tuesday of the newly restored immigration station on Angel Island in the middle of San
Francisco Bay - a beautiful spot with bitter memories. Tuesday, State Park.

Who was she and what strange power did she hold over lovely young actress Meg Lambert? From the moment
Meg heard the strange voice calling in her mind her life began to change. Her promising career crumbled as
scandal and danger t And from that moment the town began slowly, frighteningly, mysteriousl Gothic The
deserted inn once belonged to her father and now belonged to her. No one ever found the body, but Laura
herself heard the explosi Yet when the invitation finally came, Celeste found herself wishing she had never
heard of Linden Gardens. For as she soon learned, the mansion was over But Lorene and her handsome tenant
Alex Kinney did not believe in ghosts and r It was a gift from across the seas from the parents she had not seen
since their return to Italy ten years before she had been only eight. The ring was a symbol of the love her
father Gothic His name was Razko. By Gypsy law, he was her betrothed. She knew his cruelty; and when the
gypsy camp was raided and her father killed as the result of a murder Razko had committed, Gothic It was a
dark mirror The images it revealed were visions of the future that only women descended from the Irish Queen
Maeve were able to discern. A warning, perhaps, of worse to come? Then the master of the household was
dead, impaled on his own rapier. The fabulous mansion on the hill, an inheritance beyond her wildest dreams
It begins in the California of frontier days, and stretches across the ocean to the lush French wine-country -the surging epic of the Cyprien family and their year struggle to build the most prestigious vineyards But in
spite of all her troubles, the loss of her aunt so soon after t Gothic Aug When beautiful Eve Bennett married
charismatic Barney Anders, dark-haired scion of a wealthy San Francisco family, her devoted younger sister
Judith knew that only love could have prompted Eve to sacrifice her promising singing career. When
handsome, wealthy Greg Blakely asked her to be his wife, Amy was thrilled. But Greg had not told his
beautiful young bride about the terrifying family secret which could destroy all their ha Gothic A munificent
inheritance from an unknown benefactor Gothic Alison, a lovely, young clinical psychologist, was called to
investigate the possible suicide of a corporate giant, Clifford Dalton. Gothic When Felicia discovered the
Portrait of a Witch her life began to twist and turn as she confronted a shadowy past, a terrifying present, and a
tormented future. As she looked at the old portrait, she saw her own face! The likeness was exact, and ever
Amy Cooper had come home to Beckford to perform at the opening of the Concert Hall. She would be the
soloist, playing the piano in the tradition of her world-famous parents. It promised to be a gala occasion.
Gothic By June Standish is too much a part of the changing times to believe in astrological predestination.
Though she has recognized her own Gemini traits -- her mercurial moods, her capacity for dramatic
unpredictability -- she it too entrenched in t When she first saw the beautiful, silent lady in the garden, lovely
young nurse Jane Tracy thought she must be dreaming. It was a picture of the same Gothic Carmen DeSantos
was certain that she had seen her father go into the family chapel. He had been due back in California a week
ago, and Carmen felt that he was some Carolyn wanted to call him back, wanted to give way to the love that
flooded her heart. Before she could think of her own f Gothic House of living hate. The bleak old mansion had
once known laughter and gaiety and love. What dread influence had now invaded its walls, turning it into a
place of hatred and grotesque death? Nineteen-year-old Carrie was determined to solve the When
world-famous spiritualist Sigmund Foster went to his death, he left behind a fabulous estate -- and legacy of
towering evil that would draw Gail Canby to the brink of madness. For no sooner had Gail come to his fabled
mano Gothic Edge of Madness. They said Naida was insane, that she had murdered Sophie and Reuben
Mayes. They had locked her away at The Shelters asylum, but at last she was free to seek the truth of the
terrifying night. Duncan -- Roy, wh But others knew the truth ab Gothic Terror in Maine. A dour and cheerless
mansion overlooking the rocky coast of Maine The ghost of a man hanged for murder and arson takes evil
possession of a beautiful young woman Gothic She woke to terror from a dream of love. Beverly Gillian was
still in a state of shock from the mystifying death of her parents when she wed handsome planter Alex Shelton.
This commanding man offered Beverly the love, strength and safety she despe Gothic A strange old mansion
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enveloped in fog A twisted maniac bent on murder And a lover deaf to the scream for help Kate Cameron
discovers herself the target of grasping hands and demented minds as she struggles under the weight of an in
Was this a dream, delirium -- or a dire forecast of death? She saw herself dressed as a shepherdess, her flaxen
hair piled high, waiting to meet a secret admirer. Gothic A sense of uneasiness gripped Amber Spence as she
returned to her gloomy Hudson manor birthplace -- and the father she hardly knew. What had happened
between her parents so long ago? What had compelled her mother to leave? Amber needed to know the
Lovely young Jenny Slade had come to the forbidding castle on a mission of mercy, leaving behind the man
she loved. Jenny knew she would wait for Ted, but the wealthy and handsome Lew Warren and he Gothic
Dark Bondage. Lovely, dark-haired Mavis longed for an opera career -- in vain, she thought. But then one
night she dreamed of Ernestine Hillary, the fabled soprano whose life had ended tragically and mysteriously
sixteen years before. Gothic A forsaken mansion And a chilling call from the past Wrapped in mink and love,
Peggy Scott had everything in this world. The visit to her newly inherited estate promised to be fun. But
within its walls, happiness quickly Gothic Terror at Twining Manor. I often wondered why I was so
susceptible to Dr. Perhaps it was the certain tender look he gave me. He said he wanted me as more tha Gothic
"My daughter has not uttered a word for four years. Someone, somehow, has to break whatever spell possesses
her. Caldwell looked thin and drawn as he confided his desperation to Janelle Farrington, R. The beautiful
young psychiatric nurse w A Mississippi riverboat explodes en route to New Orleans. A victim of the tragedy,
Jana Stewart is suddenly alone, without family, friends or possessions. Jana contacts Claude Duncan, a distan
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They now live on another island, dependent on American food and support. They can never go back to Bikini
Atoll because it is poisoned beyond the possibility of habitation. This film is a poignant, impressive study of a
people whose culture has been vanquished. The Human Face of the Pacific This series is composed of six
documentaries covering six Pacific nations and territories, giving a wide-ranging view of contemporary
Pacific society. A Film Australia production in association with Cinema Enterprises. Geographical knowledge
and understanding For Geography students this Digital Resource provides a case study in the human impact on
the natural environment. The natural environment is the island communities of the Marshall Islands. The
human impact of atomic testing in the s has impacted on the physical and human environment of Bikini Atoll.
Through further exploring the nature of island and coastal communities, students understand the fragility of
such natural systems and the impact of human activities. Strategies to address the issue are discussed.
Interdisciplinary Learning â€” Thinking â€” students explore different perspectives in depth and identify a
range of creative possibilities. This material is an extract. Teachers and Students should consult the Victoria
Curriculum and Assessment Authority website for more information. Kilon, an elderly member of the Bikini
community, believes his people may have been tricked into leaving the atoll in the s so the United States could
conduct these tests. Following a series of unhappy relocation efforts beginning in , the Bikinians were told in
the early 70s that it was safe to return to their atoll. Subsequent medical tests found they had dangerous levels
of radiation in their bodies, and they were evacuated once again in By the s, the long-term effects of exposure
to radiation had become a very contentious issue. US official findings often diverged from the evidence of the
Marshall Islanders but it is clear that the many relocations and the dependence on the United States and its
imported foods has produced long term ill-health and anxieties in the population. Confined to a new
semi-urban environment, Bikinians fear for the future of their children, who are influenced by American
cultural values through television and who no longer know their traditional way of life and culture. The
Bikinians have petitioned for compensation from the US Government because of the damage done to their
island homes and the negative impact it has had on their health, life-style and the future of their children. In ,
the Nuclear Claims Tribunal determined damages to be paid to Bikinians. There is not enough cash to honour
the award and it is left to the Bikinians to petition the US for more money. A decision is expected to take some
years. Despite attempts to clean up the contamination, permanent resettlement on Bikini has not been possible.
Classroom Activities top Describe the characteristics of the Bikini Atoll before the atomic testing. In your
description include landform, vegetation, climate and lifestyle of the Bikinians. What alternatives did the US
have at the time to atomic testing? Since the atomic testing life for the Bikinians has changed. Describe this
change and present this change as an annotated sketch before and after. Develop a series of questions to ask
the Bikini people now as to their way of life. From the video clip, comment on role of US governments
towards the community of Bikinians. What do you think the responsibility of governments should be towards
people living on the Marshall Islands? Develop a series of questions to ask the US government about the
Marshall Islands. Describe the role of the United Nations self-sufficiency agreement. Why has that been set
up? How sustainable and economically viable is the situation with the Marshall Islanders being dependent
upon a foreign government? Use scenes from this video clip to support your viewpoint.
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Their First Two Thousand Years. If you would like to order this book please visit www. These traditionally
dressed Wends prepare for Easter with the decorating of eggs. The twentieth century has seen the emigration
of numbers of these people to Australia and the United States. Just before Christmas , the sailing vessel Ben
Nevis completed a tumultuous, seven-week trans-atlantic journey from Liverpool, England, docking at last at
Galveston, Texas. The five hundred passengers, who had survived rough seas and rampant cholera,
undoubtedly said a prayer of thanks before moving on to Houston, the city that many of them eventually
called home. To the locals, they probably seemed just another batch of poor German immigrants seeking
prosperity. The newcomers were Wends, an ancient but minute people of Slavic origin, seeking a privilege
that had eluded them for more than a thousand years: The Wends appear in the earliest historic references to
the Slavic peoples, says historian George R. Nielson In Search of a Home , but have been little noticed
because they were so few in number, and had never formed an independent state. In the sixth century, they
followed westward-moving Germanic tribes into a broad area known as Lusatia, between the Oder and Elbe
rivers, stretching from fifty miles southeast of Berlin to the border of the later Czech Republic, and including
parts of Poland. But before long the German Franks, anxious to secure the eastern border of their Christian
Empire, found themselves confronted there by an entrenched thicket of pagan Saxons and Slavs. Vlasto notes
in The Entry of the Slavs into Christendom, the Germans openly coveted the best Slav lands, and the busy,
prosperous Slav ports that offered access to the northern Baltic trade route. Initially the Germans merely
conducted raids, selling their many Slavic captives as slaves, usually to the Muslims. The actual subjugation
of the Lusatian Wends began in the early tenth century. It would take nearly three hundred years to completely
subdue, Germanize and Christianize them, a process whose events were engraved in Wend memory. Early in
the twentieth century, Jacob Barth, their preeminent poet and a student of theology, wrote: Oh, how appalling
was the carnage, Oh, how hellish the slaughter! The gallows resounded with screams and curses As the hounds
tore into the masses. The priests, all the while, chanted psalms And litanies and sang hymns. Horrified by the
sight of it all, The sun itself took flight. Hrabanus entered into his chronicle while praying on his knees: The
Saxons, Vlasto writes, were seemingly determined to subject the pagan Slavs to the same treatment they
themselves received from Charlemagne: In , pagan Wends rebelled, razing Hamburg and clearing out the
Germans from virtually all territory beyond the Elbe. Although the Germans regained Lusatia in a bloody
fifteen-year campaign, for almost two centuries there was continuous strife. In , the Wends bitterly conceded
defeat and began a sorrowful period of decline as an impoverished underclass, dispossessed of their property,
banned from skilled jobs, required to speak only German. By the early twenty-first century there were fewer
than seventy thousand Wends in the entire world, the majority Lutheran and a substantial minority Roman
Catholic. While the Wends still consider the town of Bautzen in eastern Germany their capital, only one
thousand of its forty-four thousand inhabitants are Wendish, and assimilation is every bit as potent in Texas as
Germany. So a Slavic people that has survived epochal persecution now faces a more graceful dissolution
through assimilation. To continue reading more about Wends from The Christians, Their First Two Thousand
Years we suggest experiencing the rest of the book, complete with hundreds of magnificent illustrations, by
ordering it at www. In accessing this page on Wends you agree to only download the content for your own
personal non-commercial use.
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It allows you to find monuments of the past in the form of statues, temples, and certain famous locations.
Artaxerxes is a blind man who just wants to listen to tales about certain monuments he heard about in his
youth. Upon talking to him, as long as your conversation is somewhat civil, he will explain that there are
several monuments he wants to hear about. Statue of Zeus On the island of Kephallonia, there is a massive
statue in the middle of the island. Climb up this gigantic structure and use the viewpoint to allow you to tell
Artaxerxes about it. You should see a towering statue with gold armour. This is the statue you need to climb,
so head on upwards towards the viewpoint. When you reach close to the top, your hero will comment on the
statue. Temple of Aphrodite Upon reaching Korrinthia, you may notice a massive mountain south of the city
that looms over the city. Synchronising with the viewpoint at the top will net you the story to tell Artaxerxes.
It is also up a very high point and is essentially a tree with armour plating. Be careful if going into Arcadia as
the enemies are relatively highly levelled. If in doubt, use Ikaros and look at the peaks of mountains for the
viewpoint. Taygetos Overlook Perhaps this will invoke bitter memories for your hero, but the last location is
the Taygetos Overlook, which is a fair bit south-west of Sparta, and the south-west of the Forest of Eurotas
region. Climb the mountain and synchronise for the final entry. If you want to celebrate, why not take a leap of
faith into the water below? You have a choice to either let him kill Artaxerxes or kill the soldier. Should you
kill the soldier, Artaxerxes will thank you by revealing the location of some treasure. Once on dry land, head
to the south of the island to the Ruined Sanctuary of Ajax. Note that this is not one of the chests required to
complete the local area, so be sure to look very carefully.
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Be the first to ask a question about Bitter Memories Now she is a widower and went to the island of his where her sisters
now works. Will the past.

Toyoda and Kurita planned a pincer attack on Leyte Gulf with their battleships. Kurita would take one force,
with five battleships, including Yamato and Musashi, through the San Bernardino Strait to hit Leyte Gulf from
the north. His son, Teiji Nishimura, a naval aviator, had been killed in the former invasion. On September 10, ,
Nishimura was given command of Battleship Division 2, which consisted of the dreadnoughts Fuso and
Yamashiro and their destroyer escorts. The two battlewagons, sister ships, dated back to and were known
throughout the fleet for their tall pagoda mastsâ€”44 meters above the waterlineâ€”and for having sat out most
of the war in home waters, mostly as training vessels. These battleships had never fired their guns in anger.
They were the first battleships built with Japanese engines and guns, the most powerful dreadnoughts in the
world at the time. Failed Coordination With the Second Striking Force Studying his war maps, Toyoda did not
think that Nishimura had quite enough punch, so he added a second task force to the southern wing, under
Vice Admiral Kiyohide Shima, swinging down from the Pescadore Islands off Formosa. Unlike Nishimura,
Shima was a desk sailor. He had served in a variety of shore posts, mostly in communications. Neither force
commander coordinated his movements with the otherâ€”nor were any orders given to do so. As far as
historians could tell, Nishimura was to clear a path with his battleships so that the cruisers and destroyers
behind could finish off the transports with torpedoes. With the Americans moving on Leyte, the Japanese
launched their intricate countermoves. On October 20, the Americans invaded Leyte with massive power.
Spotted in the Sulu Sea The next day, Kurita summoned his senior officers to a conference on his flagship, the
heavy cruiser Atago. If the complex ship movements worked, the two forces would slam into the American
7th Fleet just before dawn on October All through the afternoon and night, the two forces steamed along
unimpeded into the Sulu Sea. Kurita shifted his flag to the battleship Yamato and sailed on. A strike group of
12 bombers and 16 fighters headed for the dreadnoughts. For Enterprise Ensign Robert J. The antiaircraft fire
was terrific. On Fuso, Yeoman 2nd Class Hideo Ogawa, in the powder magazine, considered that if the
battleship were hit his end would be quick, as he was surrounded by main battery powder canisters. The
American planes swooped down on the Japanese warships, subjecting them to bombing, strafing, and rockets.
On Yamashiro, 20 men died from strafing. A bomb scored a direct hit on Fuso,bouncing No. It crashed
through the deck and killed everyone in the secondary battery. Luckily, the Japanese did not spot him, and he
spent seven days in a life raft before he was spotted and picked up by the submarine USS Hardhead,
dehydrated, hungry, blistered, but otherwise in good shape. He recovered to resume flying. The American
planes flew off, and damage control parties on the Japanese ships went to work. Both battlewagons suffered
from burst seams and minor damage. Nishimura ordered his ships to proceed with their mission. One of them
reported four battleships, two cruisers, four destroyers, 15 aircraft carriers, 14 PT boats, and 80 transports in
Leyte Gulf, a close approximation of the defense. At 4 pm, Nishimura blinkered his battle plan. Mogami and
the four destroyers would steam ahead and mop up the enemy PT boats, then reassemble, and all ships would
charge up Surigao Strait. Rear Admiral Jesse C. Oldendorf was a burly Californian and a member of the
Annapolis class of Roosevelt on his voyages. In and , he was in charge of countermeasures in the Caribbean
against U-boats and screening big transports on convoy duty. With short notice, Oldendorf planned his
defenses with skill. He summoned his subordinate admirals aboard his flagship in the early evening to lay out
his plans. He had several advantages: He set up a gauntlet for the Japanese. Then Oldendorf would harry them
with destroyers armed with torpedoes. Navy had not shown a good record in night naval engagements up to
this point, losing battles or suffering heavy casualties in the Solomons. His destroyers lacked replacement
torpedoes. At least two lacked modern radar. They had been doing so for days. Some of the destroyers were
down to 20 percent of their ammunition. The battleships were loaded with 77 percent bombardment shells for
ground targets and 23 percent armorpiercing ordnance for enemy shipsâ€”and they had been on the
bombardment line for days, shooting off 58 percent of all their ammunition. Oldendorf told his battleship men
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to hold fire until the Japanese had closed to 17, to 20, yards, use armor-piercing shells to rip open the enemy
hulls, and high explosive ordnance thereafter. Oldendorf took other precautions. The destroyers and cruisers
took up positions on the right and left wings of the battle line to minimize the risk of friendly fire. Their crews
were eager to avenge that humiliation. The sixth battleship was the veteran USS Mississippi. Some of the
American cruisers were new warships, like Denver, Columbia, and Cleveland, while others trailed lengthy
records of combat. Portland had been at Midway, Minneapolis at Guadalcanal, Phoenix had steamed boldly
out of the carnage of Pearl Harbor, while Boise survived overwhelming Japanese power in the defeats in the
Philippines and Dutch East Indies. With your approval I will submit plan shortly. The Japanese were going in,
too. Nishimura intended to hit the American transports at 4 am. The night wore on, with Japanese lookouts
peering into the dark as the two forces moved separately through the Mindanao Sea and toward the island of
Leyte. There was no wind, a flat sea, and visibility only about three miles. Aboard Louisville, Oldendorf could
only see two ships in front of and behind him. Gadd throttled up and closed in to attack, joined by other PT
boats. The PT boats headed in to loose torpedoes, and lookouts on Shigure spotted the American vessels.
Shigure opened fire and illuminated with starshells. Realizing they were attacking a force many times their
power, the PT boats turned away, making smoke to obscure their exits. The battleships joined in with their
secondary armament. One 6-inch shell struck a glancing blow right against the forward torpedo in its rack on
PT, smashing the nose, splintering the deck. The PT boats reported their contact up the chain of command, and
Oldendorf got the messages an hour and a half after the Japanese were sighted. Neither side scored hits, but
the scrapping frayed Japanese nerves. Nishimura was afraid that Mogami would mistake him for the enemy in
the deteriorating visibility. Sure enough, at 1: Trained in recognizing enemy ships, but not to distinguish
Japanese vessels, they reported the silhouette as American. Nishimura ordered his ships to cease fire, and the
entire Japanese formation regrouped and resumed heading north with the battleships in the lead and Mogami
behind. Shima had no plan to cooperate with Nishimura, merely to follow along. The American PT boats were
still harrying the Japanese, though. Wakelin fired torpedoes at Fuso, but they passed harmlessly astern of the
battleship. Three more PT boats popped out, and Nishimura had to do some fancy maneuvering to avoid the
American fish. PT found itself a bare yards from the Japanese ships and was hit by two shells. PT moved in to
evacuate the crew, and the wounded PT drifted free and sank after sunrise. American casualties on the fragile
PT boats numbered three killed and 20 wounded. As they did so, another group of PT boats sprinted in from
the southeast, hurling six torpedoes at the Japanese. The torpedoes all missed. All hands were served coffee
and sandwiches after midnight. At 3 am, the American destroyers loosed 27 torpedoes at a range of 11, yards
at the Japanese. As the torpedoes powered through the water, Fuso opened up with her inch guns at a surface
target for the first time in her life. Petty Officer Hideo Ogawa removed cordite charges from flash-proof
storage canisters and loaded them onto the powder-cage elevator, and at 3: Japanese shells flew at the
American destroyers. The dreadnought slowed down and began listing to starboard. The starboard boiler
rooms flooded rapidly. The dreadnought sheered out of line, her starboard side blazing. Incredibly, her
skipper, Rear Admiral Masami Ban, did not radio a damage reportâ€”he may have been unable to do so or
coping with too many crises at onceâ€”and her companions continued steaming north. Mogami slipped into
the position Fuso vacated. Nishimura was unaware that he had just lost 50 percent of his dreadnought strength
and pressed on, radioing orders to an unresponsive Fuso. The destruction was only beginning. A startling
vibration shook up Chief Engineer Tokichi Ishii. He phoned the bridge to find out what was going on but got
no answer. Seconds later, a runner from the bridge appeared bearing word from the skipper, Commander
Kazuo Shibayama, to check on a torpedo hit to the port bow. At the same time, torpedoes smacked into
Asagumo.
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Wends | Bitter memories live on. Wends is drawn from Chapter Eight, beginning on page , of Volume Six, The Quest for
the City of the twelve-volume historical series The Christians: Their First Two Thousand Years. If you would like to order
this book please visit calendrierdelascience.com
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Chapter 9 : Bitter Memories - Geography, The Pacific Region
According to his father's wishes, Moon Jae-Goo attempts to bury his father's body on the island on which he was born.
Because of bitter memories of his father's political past during wartime, the villagers refuse to allow his burial.
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